
Ralph La Charity Interview 

(This brief interview with the poet Ralph La Charity was conducted as a Facebook chat; 

it has been edited for relevance and focus. The book review which precedes it is a 

corrected version of a text previously published in the now defunct The Constant Critic.) 

Tell us a little about the relationship between the poet, audience and reception as 

formalized in litanies said handedly. 

In LITANIES, reception is not taken into consideration. What the book tries to highlight, 

specifically in its extra-poetry commentary (the preliminary comments in the front of the 

book, the intro comments that lead each poetry section, and of course those two appendix 

entries) is the poet's own sense of what he is doing. The extra-poetry stuff is an attempt to 

get into the point of view of the author, and is meant to address, however obliquely, the 

paradox that is the problem of authorial intention vs audience/reader reception. The 

Wizard lives in a different flow of intention than the Wizardines -- there is comedy in that 

paradox, and the varied commentary additives play with said paradox. There is precious 

little that is unintended about how those extras address the fact of the poetry's central 

mysterium: maybe these poems work, maybe they don't, but here are some clues that 

might hedge the bet. If a given artist's intent is not known somehow, there isn't much 

chance a judgement upon it will be useful -- my sense of LITANIES is that, as a whole, it 

is a very deliberate project. 

In the book there are links to videos of your performing the entirety of litanies. 

What’s the relationship between your insistence on oral performance as the ground 

of poetry and its connection to your preference for open, multiple author readings. 

How does the back-of-the-book links to performance vids work for you? Their inclusion 

is not a form of self-advertisement -- they are there to give further ballast to the book 

being a very deliberate four-square attempt to peek behind the veil of what this poet is, 

and has been, up to. 

I think ballast is the right word, the interweaving of sound, film and 



print, so yes, I was thinking about the problem of reception not only among critics 

but also specific audiences (that's why the acknowledgments of the bars and 

coffeehouses are crucial for my thinking about those audiences vs. traditional poetry 

reading audiences in academic/art gallery/etc. settings). 

Again, how the poet views what he is doing versus how an audience reacts to that doing 

can be worlds apart. I usually wouldn't have negative experiences when I stood & 

delivered in public, although it did become apparent that there was a sense among some 

of the other poets that my performative elan was a bit much, competition-wise, with 

"How do you follow THAT?" being a frequent reaction. Another aspect of my preference 

for open readings is that very thing -- the presence of other poets who are also an active 

part of the overall reading dynamic. Still another factor about open readings is that they 

are woefully under-appreciated, even by their participants -- there is a bell curve 

continuum at work that isn't always apparent among the participants: open readings are 

cumulative affairs that have at their disposal more than just one poet after the other, 

standing there reading only what they came intending to read. No, there is a far-end, high 

protein end to the curve, where the best & most fertile open readings occur -- in such 

readings, the gulf between audience & readers gets messed with because there is not 

much difference between the two ... not only do the two poles intersect/interweave, but 

all the best open readings have more than one round on offer -- the cumulative final 

effect has to do with poets reacting to what they've been hearing from other poets. It’s 

that perdurable call & response element, always threatening to make its appearance at an 

open reading. An open reading encodes possibilities that are expansive rather than 

restrictive. So that one comes away from the best open readings knowing that one has 

unfinished business in that particular cauldron -- the open reading is, typically, open-

ended. There are echoes & challenges that get carried away from the event. An appetite 

for Further is what an open reading offers that the traditional poetry reading, composed as 

it is overwhelmingly of audience members, cannot match: Reception is marginalized in 

favor of Reaction, the one being somewhat passive and inscrutably non-reactive, the 

other being actively heedless of reception to the point of being practically confrontative. 

Granted, that many open readings do not get to the point of dynamic interweave between 

participants, which is usually the result of bad hosting -- unless an open reading includes 

more than one go-around, ya can't get there from here. 



As well, there is a statute of limitations for poets like me: eventually, after several 

decades, the search for the ideal open poetry arena beggars the prospects -- I got tired. 

litanies, therefore, exists also as a farewellia [title of a previous La Charity recording]-- 

the book is a history of my engagement within an arena I no longer have the personal 

gumption to pursue. I'm an old-timer. The book tells what I used to do. 

 

In my review I acknowledge—but don’t really deal with—the collages that frame 

and divide the sections of the book. Can you talk a little about their function? 

 

            Yes, that’s the other aspect of the book that seems to be the most elusive in your critical 

            response, the presence of those twelve color collages. Maybe you'd just as soon prefer 

            to skip attempting to account for their presence, eh ? Fair enough, but they are the 

            unadmitted "rest of the story" -- they are the dynamics of an open reading told in the 

            shapes of what occurs to the poet INTERNALLY while standing & delivering ... they are 

            pictorial embodiments of the kinds of occluded mental fireworks that go off while 

            reciting. They are not visual poems -- they are visual echoes of what the act of reciting 

            occasioned within the mental hologram-in-extremis of the poet's Doing ... they are in 

            flagrante delicto of the recitational poet at work. 

 

Yeah, the collages I enjoyed but I took them as more or less visual 'analogues" to 

the poetics under the poems--the interweaving of disparate but related elements into 

a temporary "whole," but as you can tell from this exchange--already longer than 

most book reviews--the other consideration is how much space you can get in a 

publication.  

 

Helluva thing, for sure... my talking about those collages was not meant to guide you so 

much as get what you just gave me... a sense of how you accounted for them, and what 

you say is cool -- "analogues to the poetics" is definitely a way to say it that honors the 

spirit... my own take was more a matter of my own sense of the book's attempt to get in 

behind poet-mind & reveal stuff about the poet's own inner experience while doing the 

public work. 



 

A word about having spent my productive life as an open readings poet: I believed in 

excellence, but also independence. To come in off the road as poet and stand before 

strangers and deliver able and excellent work, as a stranger in full command of the Office 

of Poet as I had come to understand that Office – not as a salesman for poetry, not as a 

guy who hogged the mic and blew his own horn, but as a practitioner, unrecognized until 

heard. Who then, having delivered what seemed most necessary into the given night of 

echoes and yearnings, celebrations, epiphanies, and howling curses, disappeared back 

into America’s vastly abundant hide, having carried the Word for release into alert 

company.  

 

So why not do readings at universities is a frequent question, and for that I can only say 

that universities are funded environments where credentials are acquired at cost. Not the 

most fertile environment for a poet of my “excellent independence” ilk. It was important 

to me that I show up unannounced and unsponsored – but thoroughly authentic, no matter 

the neighborhood, the town, the region. I took all of America as my calling ground, or at 

least those overlooked and miniscule instances of America where open poetry has held 

sway. Lost nights of remarkable resonance, witnessed by auditors of similar bent. The gig 

was to get up and do the right thing, to give forth into ears voluntarily, present a sounding 

of craft and passion both shaped and untamed, both brief and wholly to the point of the 

given moment…  

 

A simple enough prospect, although to be perfectly clear, an exhausting one ultimately… 

I don’t do it much anymore. litanies said handedly pretty much gives the lie for better 

than 45 years of public practice. Enough already. I am old and I am tired and I am beset 

by Echo. Rather than think of myself as a public poet, my notion now is that I have 

lapsed into private practice. This is the Now-after, near as I am still able to say. I still do 

poetry aloud, but now I am my own ears-cocked stranger, and the wee hours is where I 

deliver what I’m carrying, mostly on my back in bed beside my sleeping wife, wording 

both new and old lays up into the darkness, unwitnessed save for the clung-to discipline 

of acute self-monitoring. 



 
 

https://www.facebook.com/ralph.lacharity



